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Week 9:
How Australia Got Camels
Ian: Yeah. So, they got… they came here in the 1860s.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: The first ones came in 1859. They were... I think there were three that
were here, you know, randomly imported.
Pete: No. So, I looked it up.
Ian: And then…
Pete: So, it was 1822. They were first suggested to come by Danish-French
geographer1 Conrad Malte-Brun, and he was like "oxen would be great for
the woods and thickets, mules for stony and rocky areas and hilly country,
and dromedaries2 for the Sandy Desert." And then in 1840, between 2 and 6

were imported from the Canary Islands3 by the Phillips Brothers in Adelaide.
Ian: Right. Yeah.
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Pete: And the reason I wanted to interrupt you there is because only one of
them survived. And this camel was called Harry, and he's also known as the
camel who killed his owner. So…
Ian: See! They are nasty animals.
Pete: Well, the funny thing is he shot his owner with a gun. And the story is
interesting. So, apparently4, a John Aynesworth Horrocks, I think he's an
explorer5, was wanting to explore the interior of Australia6, looking for

pasture, for cows and sheep. He was on the… on the 1846 expedition7 to arid
South Australia near Lake Torrens in search of new agricultural land. And he
became the first man to be shot by his own camel. On September the 1st,
Horrocks was preparing to shoot a bird on the shores of Lake Dutton. His
kneeling camel moved while Horrocks was reloading his gun and fatally
injured him. It shot off8 his middle finger and it took out a row of teeth.
Ian: And he bled to death?
Pete: And it took him a week to die from infection. But before he died, he
ordered that Harry would be euthanised9. Well, put down. So, there you go.
The first camel that came to Australia killed its owner.

Ian: Yeah. And then the next lot of camels came. I think they were 24 camels
that were introduced10 by the Victorian Government…
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Pete: Yep.
Ian: …for the Burke and Wills expedition.
Pete: And why were they brought for the Burke and Wills Expedition11?
Ian: Well, that was the, sort of… the idea of that expedition, was to travel
from the south coast to the north coast. So, they travelled from Melbourne
and they wanted to go all the way to the Gulf of Carpentaria, in Queensland.
Pete: Which is Darwin area, right?
Ian: Yeah, northern Australia. The first people to cross the country from
north to south.
12

Pete: Inland

.

Ian: And the only way of getting through deserts and carrying a lot of stuff
was by camels, because horses simply couldn't survive.
Pete: Yep.
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Ian: They did have horses with them. They had horses, and I think they had
oxen13 as well, pulling carts and stuff.

Pete: And a lot of them, though, they ended up shooting and eating. Yeah,
exactly.
Ian: Shooting and eating.
Pete: Because they couldn’t handle it.
Ian: We can probably dedicate a separate episode, not the news episode…
Pete: To Burke and Wills.
Ian: …but another one to Burke and Wills, because it is the most farcical14
expedition in the history of humanity.

Pete: Look into it. It’s tragic. It’s as stupid, funny, and tragic, as it is…
Ian: It's tragic. And you could not write this as fiction15 and have people
believe it.

Pete: Yeah.
Ian: Yeah. So, they were introduced then. That was 1859, I think.
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Pete: Yep.
Ian: And then in the 1860s there were a lot of explorations as you were
talking about in the 1840s with explorers, you know. But a lot more
explorations into outback South Australia looking for pasture, but also
looking for continuing to get that south to north connection.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: There was a telegraph line16 being built to connect Australia to the rest
of the world.

Pete: So, that was the Overland Telegraph Line?
Ian: The Overland Telegraph that was running from17 Adelaide to17 what we
would now call Darwin. It wasn't called Darwin at the time.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: And then because it was a telegraph line that they could connect up
through to Jakarta in Indonesia.

Pete: To get news from the rest of the world, right?
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Ian: To get news to and from the rest of the world. And so... and amongst

other things18, you know, it was for pastoral properties and so on. And so, one
of the ways of creating those expeditions and including animals to help them
out was to import camels, and they imported cameleers19 as well. People

who, you know, managed and looked after the camels and they were known
as ‘Afghans20’.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: Most of them were not from Afghanistan.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: They were from what at the time was known as ‘British India21’.
Pete: Yeah, that’s right. Included Pakistan, right?
Ian: Included… yeah… various states of what we now call India, Pakistan, and
Bangladesh, all of which were India broadly22 at the time. But the British

Commonwealth23 or the Empire at the time had effectively, not colonised,
but taken over the government of about half the states in that original India.
And they were using camels a lot for transport there. And so, we imported24
them from there…
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Pete: Yeah.
Ian: …as well as the people to manage them. But for whatever reason25, they

were just called Afghans. And then that got shortened in a typical Australian
way to "Ghans", G-H-A-N. And we still have a train that runs from Adelaide to
Darwin and its name memorialises26 them as ‘The Ghan’, the train.
Pete: But these… This would have been the first Muslims to immigrate27 to
Australia, right?

28

Ian: En masse

. Probably.

Pete: Yeah.
Ian: There may well have been individual Muslims who had come to Australia

that the first sort of large group of Muslims... And they still... they operated as
Muslims and carried on their faith and their culture that way.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: And there are still large populations in outback… large, relatively, in

outback South Australia who have got direct ancestry29 to these. The town of
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Marree in central South Australia has got a lot of people who claim their
heritage30 comes from the Ghans, because that town... the town has actually
been created since that time. But that town is on a location where there was
a large, sort of, camp…
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: …of Afghans because it became the sort of branch line31, if you like, that,
you know, people came from Adelaide to Marree, and then there were

various other routes that they took to get into different places of South
Australia from there. So, they had a permanent population32 of cameleers and
camels and infrastructure to support a lot of this, sort of, exploration and
infrastructure building.
Pete: Well, it's pretty interesting because I think they... So, the camels were
sort of first really used in Australia from, I guess, the ‘40s, 1840s to the 1860s
around there33, all the way up until about the early 1910s, 1920s, 1930s.
Ian: Yeah. I think it was the 1920s that they... that the camels stop being used.
Pete: Yeah. They got supplanted34 by motorised transport, right?
Ian: Yeah. Well, trains before that and then trucks to transport things.
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Pete: Yep. Well, and that was the big issue because I think they were sort of
supplanted in the early 20th century35. And at that time there were 15,000

camels in Australia and the large majority of them were not put down36, not
kept…

Ian: They were just let go. Yeah.
Pete: …they were just let go into the wild, which was the sort of way in

Australia with feral animals37. That's pretty much how they get here. They get
let go.

Ian: Exactly.
Pete: So, yeah. They will let go into the wild. And the interesting thing was
that up until 1969 there were between 15,000 to 20,000. In the next 20

years, there were… it doubled to about 43,000. And then by 2008 we had a
million camels in Australia.
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: So… and for context38, guys, you've probably heard a lot about koalas
recently in Australia. And I believe that there are only... I have the number

here somewhere, several hundred thousand. I think it's about 300,000 koalas
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in Australia. So, for context, there's more than three times as many camels in
Australia in the wild39 than there are koalas. At least at the time that…
Ian: There were then.
Pete: Not now, but there were.
Ian: But there have been… and ironically40, there was a very large cull41…
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: That nobody took any notice of then, and now, I think certainly... 2012. I
think there was an estimate42 of being about 300,000.
Pete: Yep. That's it. So, they got down to that. And the problem…
Ian: And it's probably gone up since then, obviously. So…
Pete: Yeah. And the problem is that the number doubles now every eight to
10 years. So, if we weren't to cull them and try and control the numbers,

you'd have two million by, you know, 2030, which would be a massive issue.
Yeah. But they’re…
Ian: And that's the largest population of wild camels anywhere in the world.
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Pete: Well, there isn’t…
Ian: In fact, it's probably the only viable population43 of wild camels.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: There will be the odd wild camels in other places in in Asia and the

Middle East. But, you know, yeah, these are originally Arabian camels taken
by the British to British India, and then coming here. But to my knowledge44,

there's no sustainable wild population in the Middle East where those camels
originated.
Pete: Well, the crazy thing is that apparently, according to Wikipedia, the

Dromedary, the one humped camel, hasn't occurred naturally in the wild for
over 2,000 years. So, since the time of Christ45 and it was domesticated in

Somalia and the Arabian Peninsula about 4,000 years ago, and it was wild in
arid regions46, including the Sahara Desert in the Old World47 and in Africa,
obviously. But yeah, I didn't realise we have both the two-humped and the
one-humped camels...
Ian: Yeah, there's Bactrian camels in Australia as well. Very few,
comparatively.
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Pete: Yep.
Ian: But there are some wild ones here.
Pete: These ones are from India. Where are they from originally?
Ian: No. China and Mongolia.
Pete: Yes. And they're more adapted to not desert environments, per se48,
but…

Ian: The cold, arid environments, not hot deserts.
Pete: Yeah, anyway. So…

Week 9:
Vocabulary
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1. A geographer – someone who studies physical features of the earth and its
atmosphere, and the effect of human activity on these.
2. A dromedary – an Arabian camel that only has one hump.
3. The Canary Islands – a Spanish archipelago and the southernmost autonomous
community of Spain.
4. Apparently – as far as one knows or can see.
5. An explorer – a person who explores a new or unfamiliar area.
6. The interior of Australia – the parts of Australia that are inland away from the
coast and ocean.
7. An expedition – a journey undertaken by a group of people with a particular
purpose, especially that of exploration, research, or war.
8. Shoot something off something else – fire a bullet that removes part of something
from the whole.
9. Euthanise something – put (an animal) to death humanely.
10. Introduced – (of an organism) brought to a place and let go in the wild.
11. The Burke and Wills Expedition – an ill-fated Australian expedition from south to
north of the continent in 1860-1861.
12. Inland – away from the coast or ocean.
13. An ox – a domesticated bovine animal kept for milk or meat; a bull or cow.
14. Farcical – relating to or resembling farce, especially because of absurd or ridiculous
aspects.
15. You couldn’t write this as fiction – a story so crazy that if it were made up, people
would think it was stupid.
16. A telegraph line – a wire strung between two locations allowing telegraphic
communication between them.
17. Run from A to B – go or stretch from location A to B.
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18. Amongst other things – used to indicate something is an example of many other things
you don’t need to mention.
19. A cameleer – a person who controls or rides a camel.
20. An Afghan – a broad term for any cameleer from the mid-1800s in Australia.
21. British India – the area of India in South Asia which for 100s of years was under the
influence of the British.
22. Broadly – in general and without considering minor details.
23. The British Commonwealth – the political association of 54 member states, mostly
former territories of the British Empire.
24. Import something – bring (goods or services) into a country from abroad for sale.
25. For whatever reason… – because of an unknown explanation…
26. Memorialise something – preserve the memory of something; commemorate
something.
27. Immigrate – come to live permanently in a foreign country.
28. En masse – (French) in a group; all together.
29. Direct ancestry – the relationship to a person that you can trace your heritage to
directly.
30. Heritage – something inherited at birth, such as personal characteristics, status,
and possessions.
31. Branch line – a secondary railway line which branches off a more important
through route, usually a main line.
32. A permanent population – a group of people who live in one location constantly.
33. Around there – approximately; at roughly that time or location.
34. Supplant something – take over or take the place of someone else, usually on
purpose.
35. 20th century – the 1900s; the period from 1900-1999.
36. Put something down – euthanise or kill an animal humanely.
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37. A feral animal – a non-native animal that has escaped into the wild and is thriving.
38. For context – to give you the relevant circumstances or information about
something.
39. In the wild – in the natural environment.
40. Ironically – used in reference to a paradoxical, unexpected, or coincidental situation.
41. A cull – a selective slaughter of animals, usually to reduce their numbers when their
population size is a problem.
42. An estimate (of something) – an approximate calculation or judgement of the value,
number, quantity, or extent of something.
43. A viable population – a group of organisms that is self-sustaining.
44. To my knowledge… – as far as I know or am aware…
45. The time of Christ – the period of time when Jesus Christ was alive around 0BC;
2020 years ago in the past.
46. An arid region – dry areas where there is below annual rainfall.
47. The Old World – The West; Africa, Asia, and Europe.
48. Per se – by or in itself or themselves; intrinsically.

Week 9:
Pronunciation
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1. He wanted to explore the interior of Australia.
2. Amongst other things, it was for pastoral properties.
3. For whatever reason, they were just called Afghans.
4. I think there was an estimate of being about 300,000.
5. It shot off his middle finger and it took out a row of teeth.
6. To my knowledge, there's no sustainable wild population.
7. They had a permanent population of cameleers and camels.
8. You could not write this as fiction and have people believe it.
9. In fact, it's probably the only viable population of wild camels.
10. Why were dromedaries brought for t he Burke and Wills Expedition?
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